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Abstract –Distribution networks transport electric energy 

to the end user from distributionsubstations. They are 

usually arranged as radial to shorten over-current 

protection. Utilities are constantly looking for newer 

technologies that enhance power delivery performance. 

The control of power loss and balancing of feeders are the 

two important issues which decide the performance of the 

delivery system. This paper presents a hybrid PGSA-

Fuzzy-ODE (Plant Growth Simulation Algorithm – Fuzzy 

– Opposition Based Differential Evolution) algorithm for 

multi-objective network reconfiguration. The objectives 

are minimizing the power loss, minimizing the phase 

current deviation and minimizing the deviation of the 

nodes voltage, subjected under radial network structure 

with all loads served. The optimization approach based on 

PGSA provides a detailed description on switch states, 

incorporation of fuzzy helps to take up multiple objectives 

simultaneously and ODE to ensure the retrieval of global 

optimum solution. The proposed algorithm is 

implemented through J2EE (Java 2 Enterprise Edition) 

architecture to reduce software couplings and to achieve 

software reusability. The effectiveness of the proposed 

approach is demonstrated by employing the feeder 

switching operation scheme to modified IEEE-125 

unbalanced power distribution system. 
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1.  Introduction 

Feeder reconfiguration is a very important tool to 

operate the distribution system at minimum cost and 

improve the system reliability and security. The 

reconfiguration of a distribution system is a process, 

which alters the feeder topological structure by changing 

the open/close status of the switches and/or swapping the 

loads among phases. The system level reconfiguration has 

been done for the loss reduction; rather feeder level 

reconfiguration (phase swapping) has been carried for the 

phase current deviation reduction. The presence of high 

number of switching elements in a radial distribution 

system makes the network reconfiguration a highly 

complex combinatorial, non-differentiable and 

constrained non-linear mixed integer optimization 

problem. Furthermore, distribution systems are 

unbalanced in nature due to unbalanced loading at the 

nodes. Unbalanced loading increases energy loss and risk 

of capacity constraint violation and also deteriorates 

power quality and rise in electricity cost. The imbalanced 

feeder system can be balanced by implementing the phase 

swapping technique. Phase balancing not only 

concentrates on phase currents but also improves voltage, 

security and reliability. This result in a power service 

with higher quality and lower cost, and will improve the 

utility‟s competitive edge in the deregulated markets. The 

demand for a radial operation also makes the 

mathematical model more difficult to represent efficiently 

and codification of a solution becomes difficult when 

meta-heuristic techniques are employed. These 

necessitate feeder reconfiguration at system level for loss 

reduction and feeder level for phase balancing. 

Considerable research works has been carried out for 

reconfiguration in system and feeder levels. 

The feeder reconfiguration problem has been dealt with in 

various papers. Civanlar et al.[1] conducted the early 

work on feeder reconfiguration for loss reduction. In [2], 

Baran et al. defined the problem of loss reduction and 

load balancing as an integer programming problem. Aoki 

et al. [3] developed a method for load transfer, in which 

the load indices were used for load balancing. In 

Shirmohammadi and Hong [4], the solution method starts 

with a meshed distribution system obtained by 

considering all switches closed. Then, the switches are 

opened successively to eliminate the loops. The plant 

growth simulation algorithm (PGSA) is employed to 

optimize the network configuration of the distribution 

system [10-15]. The PGSA provides a detailed description 

on switch state and decision variables, which greatly 

contracts the search space and hence reduces 

computation effort. For unbalanced distribution network 

reconfiguration problem, simple reconfiguration 

approaches had been practiced for phase balancing in 

[11]. The solution techniques were not suitable under all 

the conditions of the distribution system. The method to 

identify phase swapping schemes to balance a radial 

feeder system based on the loads at each load point had 

been described in [13]. Simulated annealing procedure 

had been adopted for phase balancing for large-scale 

system. This technique is realized as time-consuming 

compared to the other heuristic techniques and does not 

guarantee to bring the global optimum solution. A 

heuristic rule-based algorithm with backtracking search 

[12] had been proposed to solve the phase balancing 
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problem. The connection types of laterals in each service 

zone were identified and a three-phase load flow program 

with rigorous feeder model was executed to calculate 

phase current loading of each branch. The authors of [13] 

had explained a method to state locations wherever the 

imbalances do not get worse during the course of phase 

balancing with limited phase moves. An algorithm [14] 

based on immune algorithm was introduced to obtain the 

re-phasing strategy by considering the unbalance of the 

phasing currents, customer service interruption costs and 

labor cost to perform optimal re-phasing strategy. The 

optimization approach based on PGSA provides a detailed 

description on switch states, incorporation of fuzzy helps 

to take up multiple objectives simultaneously and ODE 

has been introduced to gradually self-adapt the control 

parameters by learning from their pervious experiences in 

generating promising solutions [15]. The proposed 

methodology has been validated through modified IEEE-

125 node unbalanced distribution networks, which 

produced encouraging results. 

The paper is divided into six sections. Section 1 gives the 

introduction, Section 2 explains the problem formulation, 

Section 3 outlines the proposed algorithm and describes 

their implementation for the problem, Section 4 describes 

the computational flowchart, Section 5 discusses the 

simulation results and Section 6 concludes the article. 

 

2. Problem Formulation 

This paper consider three different objectives as follows, 

i. Minimization of system power loss 

ii. Minimization of phase current deviation 

iii. Minimization of nodes voltage deviation 

subjected under radial network structure with all loads 

served 

A 3 phase-3 wire distribution system is shown in Figure 

1. The system has got three buses m, n and k, two 

branches between buses m-n and n-k, loads connected at 

the buses n and k and served from single feeder 

The objective function for power loss is given by,  

Minimize F = PT,Loss (1) 

The objective function for phase current deviation is given 

by, 

Minimize C= DIm    (2) 

The objective function for voltage deviation is given 

by,  

Minimize V=Vdev    (3) 

where,       

PT,Loss  is  the  total  real  power  loss of  the  system 

considering all the phases     

DI   max(| Devj 

|,| Dev 
j 

|,| Dev 
j |) (4) 

 

3. Proposed Algorithm 

A. Variable selection for system level reconfiguration 

through PGSA 

The PGSA, which characterizes the growth mechanism of  

plant  phototropism,  is  a  bionic  random  algorithm.  

Itlooks at the feasible region of integer programming as 

the growth environment of a plantand probabilities to 

grow a new branch on different nodes of a plant according 

to the change of the objective function. The developed 

model simulates the growth process plant, which rapidly 

grows towards the light source and reaches global 

optimum solution. The concept of PGSA and selection of 

switches has been introduced by sathiskumar et al. [18]. 

 

B.  Fuzzy operations for multi-objective reconfiguration 

In fuzzy domain, each objective is associated with a 

membership function. The membership function indicates 

the degree of satisfaction of the objective. In the crisp 

domain, either the objective is satisfied or it is violated, 

implying membership values of unity and zero, 

respectively. When there are multiple objectives to be 

satisfied simultaneously, a compromise has to be made to 

get the best solution. The three objectives (1), (2) and (3) 

described in the preceding text are first fuzzified and 

then, dealt with by integrating them into a min-max 

imperative of fuzzy satisfaction objective function. 

In the proposed method for network reconfiguration, the 

terms μFj, μCj, and μVj indicates the membership function 

for power loss reduction, phase current deviation and 

node voltage deviation respectively. The higher 

membership value implies a greater satisfaction with the 

solution. The membership function consists of a lower and 

upper bound value together with a strictly monotonically 

decreasing and continuous function for different 

objectives are described below. 

(i)   Fuzzy-set Model for Power Loss Minimization 

 The deviation of power loss (Pnloss) of the new 

configuration to the previous configuration loss (Ptloss) is 

to be identified with the objective of minimizing the 

system power loss. The power loss of the system has been 

obtained from radial load flow for each new configuration. 

Moreover, the amount of the Pnloss resulting from any 

branch exchange can be estimated as „very close, „close‟ or 

„not close‟ to the Ptloss. Therefore, the linguistic terms can 

be formulated as a membership function by the fuzzy 

notation. The membership function μFj has been depicted 

using Equation (5).  A small difference between Pnloss and 

Ptloss possesses a larger membership value. The 

membership function at jth configuration can be expressed 

as follows, 

 

max j
min j max

max min

Fj j min

j max

X X
      for    X X X

X X

1.0                        for    X X                 

0 .0                      for     X X


 



 











  (5) 

where, Xj =Pnloss/Ptloss 

 In the present work, Xmin=0.5 and Xmax=1.0 

have been considered.  

(ii)   Fuzzy-set Model for Phase Current Deviation 

 The deviation phase currents (DIn) of new 

configuration to the previous configuration phase 

currents (DIt) is to be identified with the objective of 

minimizing the phase current deviation. The phase 

current deviation of the system has been obtained from 

radial load flow for each new configuration. The amount 

of the DIn resulting from any phase swapping can be 

estimated as „very close, „close‟ or „not close‟ to the DIt. 

Therefore, the linguistic terms can be formulated as a 

membership function by the fuzzy notation. The proposed 

membership function μCj has been depicted using 

equation (6).  A small difference between DIn and DIt 
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possesses a larger membership value. The membership 

function at jth configuration can be expressed as follows, 

 

max j
min j max

max min

Cj j min

j max

Y Y
     for    Y Y Y

Y Y

1.0                       for    Y Y                 

0.0                      for     Y Y


 



  











       (6) 

Where, Yj= DIn/ DIt 

In the present work, Ymin=0.1 and Ymax=0.5 have been 

considered. 

(iii)   Fuzzy-set Model of the Bus Voltage Deviations  

 This membership function has been 

introduced to maintain the deviation of nodes voltage as 

minimum. The Equation (7) gives the maximum deviation 

amongst the buses of phases a, b and c voltages. The 

maximum deviation amongst phases is derived from 

Equation (8). 

 

a s, a i,a

b s, b i,b

c s, c i,c

Z  max | V V |

Z  max | V V |          

Z  max | V V |

 

 

 






 (7) 

where,  Zj= max(Za, Zb, Zc)   (8) 

  „j‟ refers influence of jth  configuration  

 If maximum value of nodes phase voltage 

deviation is less, then a higher membership value is 

assigned and if deviation is more, then a lower 

membership value is assigned. We can write 

 

max j
min j max

max min

Vj j min

j max

Z Z
       for    Z Z Z

Z Z

  1.0                       for    Z Z                  

0 .0                      for     Z Z


 



  











       (9) 

In the present work, Zmin=0.05 and Zmax=0.1 have been 

considered. 

(iv)  Fuzzy-Set Model of the Branch Current Deviations

  

 This membership function has been 

introduced to maintain the deviation of branch current as 

minimum. The Equation (10) gives the maximum 

deviation amongst the buses of phases a, b and c currents. 

The maximum deviation amongst phases is derived from 

Equation (11). 

 
a s, a i,a

b s, b i,b

c s, c i,c

 max | I I |

 max | I I |          

 max | I I |

I

I

I

 

 

 






  (10) 

where,  Ij= max(Ia, Ib, Ic)   (11) 

 „j‟ refers influence of jth  configuration  

 If maximum value of branch current 

deviation is less, then a higher membership value is 

assigned and if deviation is more, then a lower 

membership value is assigned.  

 The purpose of the feeder reconfiguration 

can be achieved by the decision fuzzy set D, which is 

derived from the intersection of the four membership 

functions μFj, μCi, μViand μIj. However, the optimal 

decision is the highest membership value of μD. Thus, an 

optimal decision fuzzy set D can be designated as follows, 

 μD= max{min[μFi, μCi, μVi,μIj]}    (12) 

where, i=1,2,….np ;  

 

4.  Proposed method 

The optimization process starts with identifying 

the variables, such as laterals (three-phase, two-phase 

and single-phase laterals) and loops present in the 

distribution system. Then, the total number of variables 

is identified as the sum of laterals and loops. For optimal 

searching, hybrid PGSA-ODE-Fuzzy has been practiced 

by considering Equation (12) as fitness function. The step 

by step procedure of the proposed algorithm has been 

revealed in flowchart shown below 

 

// Calculate the fitness value for all population Obj(Z(P)) 

//Opposite population Zopp(P,V)= Opposite (Z(P,V)) 

//Calculate the fitness value for all population 

Obj(Zopp(P)) 

//Find the best individual 

Zbest(P)=best(Obj(Z(P)),Obj(Zopp(P))) 

//Execute the following steps for fixed number of 

iterations(Nmax) till (count<Nmax) 

{ 

//Mutation operation for the 

ZbestZplus(P,V)=Zbest(P,V)+F*(Zbest(P,i)-Zbest(P,j)) 

// where i and j refers integers (< V) and i≠j 

// Crossover operation for the 

ZbestZplus(P,V)=Zbest(P,V), if(random()>CR) 

// Process to identify best individuals 

if(Obj(Z(P))>Obj(Zplus(P))) Z(P,V)=Zplus(P,V) 

//Opposition based Generation Jumping and selection of 

best individual for next iteration 

Zopp(P,V)=Opposite(Z(P,V)) 

Z(P,V)=best(Obj(Z(P)),Obj(Zopp(P))) //increment the 

iteration count count=count+1; 

} 

 

5.   SIMULATION RESULTS 

 The effectiveness of the PGSA-SaHDE-Fuzzy 

algorithm has been validated through modified IEEE 125 

node distribution systems (Test System IV). Also the 

optimization was carried out by considering both the 

systems working under different loading conditions of 

daily load pattern. 

 

A. Implementation of the Proposed Algorithm  

 The modified IEEE 125 node system shown 

in Figure 1 is an unbalanced distribution system with 

base kV of 4.16 kV and base MVA of 100. The initial 

condition of the system is identified by the open switches 

S124, S125; the closed switches S1 to S123. The 

corresponding power loss is 87.56 kW. As per the PGSA, 

decision variables are designed for the Test System IV. As 

per the proposed approach all the switches of the loops 

are considered as closed. 

 

 
Figure 1 
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The possible solution sets are, 

 

37 38 39 40 43 46 53 54 84 89 90 94 97 104 105,

1

106 107, 108 109 111 114 116, 118 123 124

2 43 46 53 54 59 63 73 74 76 78 80 83 125

S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S S ,S ,S ,S ,S
L

S ,S S ,S ,S ,S ,S S ,S ,S     

L S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S    

  
  
  


 

(13) 

 Then the inclusion of the concept of 

temporarily closed state avoids finding the unfeasible 

solutions due to the interrelation of some switches. As a 

result, the possible solution sets shown in Equation (13) 

was reduced. The search space reduced to, 

 

37 38 39 40 43 46 53 54 84 89 90

1

94 97 104 105, 106 107, 108 109 111 114 116, 118 123 124

2 59 63 73 74 76 78 80 83 125

S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S S ,
L

S ,S ,S ,S S ,S S ,S ,S ,S ,S S ,S ,S     

L S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S ,S    

 
  

 


 

 (14)            

 From the above equation, it is clear that the Test 

system has two variables (L1 and L2) and those variables 

has ranges from 1 to 25 and 1 to 9 respectively. From the 

above equation, it is clear that the Test system has 2 

loops/variables (L1 and L2) and those loops/variables 

have ranges from 1 to 25 and, from 1 to 9 respectively. In 

addition, the total number of two phase and single phase 

laterals were identified. This system has only 21 single 

phase laterals. Therefore, for optimization through 

differential evolution total of twenty three variables (total 

number of loops + total number of laterals) were 

considered. The initial population and their respective 

deviations were calculated and stored. The best solution 

and its respective configuration have been stored at the 

end of each iteration. The same process has been repeated 

for the 40 number of iterations. The bus voltage limits are 

fixed as Vmin=0.9 pu and Vmax=1.02 pu. After applying the 

proposed methodology, the real power loss is reduced from 

115.76 kW to 67.04 kW, and the phase current deviation 

is reduced from 16.94% to 0.68%. 

 

Table 1 Simulation results of Test System as per 

PGSAODE- Fuzzy Algorithm 

 
 

6. Conclusion 

An efficient approach that employs hybrid PGSA-Fuzzy- 

ODE technique as optimal means has been presented for 

the optimization of unbalanced radial distribution 

system. The objectives are minimization of power loss, 

minimization of phase current deviation, minimization of 

nodes voltage deviation and minimization of branch 

current deviation. This algorithm is validated through 

Test system, reduction in phase currents deviation of 

96.17% and real power loss of 43.04% has been achieved 

without compromising bus voltages and branch currents 

limits. The proper use of PGSA and ODE improves the 

efficiency in terms of reduced number of load flow 

executions andremoval of unfeasible solutions in the 

search space and the purpose of fuzzy are to handle the 

multiple objectives simultaneously. 
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